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Driving While On Pot Is Deportable Offense, 3rd Circ.
Says
By Diana Novak Jones

Law360 (May 29, 2019, 8:15 PM EDT) -- A conviction for driving under the influence of cannabis does
not fall under a deportation exception in federal law for people convicted of possessing a small
amount of the drug, the Third Circuit said in a precedential opinion.

  
Mohamed Sambare, an Ivory Coast native and permanent resident of the U.S., is facing deportation
after he pled guilty to driving under the influence in Pennsylvania.

  
Under federal law, any noncitizen can be deported if they are convicted of a crime involving a
controlled substance. However, there is an exception for someone convicted one time of possessing
less than 30 grams of cannabis for their personal use.

  
Sambare argued that his conviction fell under that exception. But the federal appellate court said
Tuesday that his crime was more serious than simple drug possession.

  
“The touchstone of laws prohibiting simple possession of marijuana (and the relaxed penalties
associated with such laws) is that any consequences of such possession of marijuana are normally
personal to the possessor and do not affect a wide population of people in any immediate way,”
Circuit Judge L. Felipe Restrepo wrote in the court’s opinion.

  
“In contrast, Sambare’s crime of conviction — violation of the Pennsylvania DUI Statute — is
intended to protect the general public on our roads and highways from persons whose ability to
operate a vehicle may be impaired due to the effects of, among other things, marijuana use.”

  
Sambare’s attorney, Raymond Lahoud of Norris McLaughlin PA, told Law360 he was extremely
disappointed in the ruling. It could have far-reaching consequences in an environment where the
amount of cannabis in a person’s system can’t really be measured, and it will apply retroactively, he
said.

  
The Third Circuit has drawn a real difference between a DUI with alcohol, which is not a deportable
offense, and a DUI with cannabis, Lahoud said. He plans to ask for a rehearing and potentially put
the issue before the U.S. Supreme Court, he said.

  
“This one was upsetting, but we do want to pursue it given the implications,” Lahoud said.

  
Sambare, an Ivory Coast coast native and citizen of Burkina Faso, has been a legal permanent
resident since 2006, according to the opinion.

  
In 2015, he was pulled over while driving in Pennsylvania. After a police officer told Sambare they
could smell marijuana, Sambare admitted that he had smoked before driving. After testing revealed
the presence of marijuana in Sambare’s body, he was charged with a DUI.

  
In April 2016, Sambare pled guilty. Subsequently, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security began
removal proceedings, relying on a clause in the immigration laws that says noncitizens convicted of
crimes involving controlled substances can be deported.
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Sambare tried to use the exception for small amounts of marijuana before the immigration judge,
but to no avail. The Board of Immigration Appeals rejected it as well, finding that the conviction was
for driving after using cannabis, while the exception is just for possession. Sambare then asked the
Third Circuit to review the board’s decision.

  
The exception that Sambare was hoping to use bars deportation for “a single offense involving
possession for one’s own use of 30 grams or less of marijuana.”

  
The question the appellate court said it needed to consider was how to interpret “involving,” and
whether it could be broad enough to cover Sambare’s crime. But the language of the statute is clear
that possession is the only crime excepted, the appellate panel said.

  
Sambare’s crime is more serious, the court said, “and we decline to interpret the word ‘involving’ in
such a broad way so as to construe a conviction under the Pennsylvania DUI Statute as a ‘a single
offense involving possession for one’s own use of 30 grams or less of marijuana.’”

  
The U.S. Department of Justice, which represented the government, did not respond to a request for
comment.

  
Circuit Judges Thomas L. Ambro, L. Felipe Restrepo and Morton I. Greenberg sat on the panel for the
Third Circuit.

  
Sambare is represented by Raymond G. Lahoud of Norris McLaughlin PA.

  
The government is represented by Erik R. Quick and Marina Carin Stevenson of the DOJ’s
Immigration Litigation Division.

  
The case is Sambare v. Attorney General of the U.S., case number 18-1337, in the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Third Circuit.

  
--Editing by Aaron Pelc.
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